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The LSAT Trainer is an LSAT prep book specifically designed for self-motivated self-study students

who are seeking significant score improvement. It is simple, smart, and remarkably effective.

Teachers, students, and reviewers all agree: The LSAT Trainer is the most indispensable LSAT

prep product available today. Whether you are new to the LSAT or have been studying for a while,

you will find invaluable benefit in the Trainer's teachings, strategies, drills, and solutions. The LSAT

Trainer includes:  over 200 official LSAT questions and real-time solutions simple and battle-tested

strategies for every type of Logical Reasoning question, Reading Comprehension question, and

Logic Game  over 30 original and unique drills designed to help develop LSAT-specific skills and

habits access to a variety of free study schedules, notebook organizers, and much more.
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Hi, I&apos;m Mike Kim. Thank you for considering the Trainer for your LSAT prep needs. I have

spent many years developing LSAT learning products, training LSAT instructors, and, most

importantly, working with LSAT students. I&apos;ve seen countless students improve their scores

significantly, and, unfortunately, I&apos;ve also seen countless students not improve their scores

significantly. I understand the common challenges that students face, and I understand how

students actually get better at this exam. I&apos;ve put everything I know about the test

intoÃ‚Â The LSAT Trainer.My mission is to be an advocate for hard-working, self-motivated

students, especially those with large ambitions but limited means. I believe thatÃ‚Â The LSAT

TrainerÃ‚Â is the finest LSAT learning tool available, in any form or at any price. If you&apos;d like



to see an extended sample before purchasing the book, please visitÃ‚Â The LSAT

TrainerÃ‚Â website, where you can view eight chapters for free.

This book will help you get better at...breaking apart Logical Reasoning argumentsrecognizing

reasoning structurearticulating what's wrong with the author's thought processeliminating wrong

answersrecognizing the structures of Reading Comprehension passagesseparating out key

opinionsknowing which details are important, and which ones are notseeing how everything else

relatesusing the question stem to understand taskvisualizing Logic Gamesunderstanding and

notating rulesjuggling conditional constraintsbringing rules together and making inferenceshandling

questions quicklyutilizing effective timing strategiesknowing exactly what to expect on test dayand

much, much more. --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

I read this book.I got a 171 on my LSAT.Your results may vary.The details: over a 7 week period

leading up to the December 2015 LSAT I read and studied about 90% of this book, doing probably

70% of the exercises inside. My decision to apply to law school was relatively last minute--I had no

time to sign up for any LSAT prep courses, either online or in person. I was working a full time job

plus carrying a small adjunct teaching load. The only additional study materials I used were the

official prep tests (some very early ones plus 62-71 and 76) and the free logic game videos

available on 7sage's website. I roughly followed the 8-week study schedule from Mike Kim's

website. I took 9 timed practice tests total, which is a few more than Mike Kim recommends. My first

timed test was a 156, then I jumped to 163, and after that I averaged 173 (high of 177).Overall I

found the book to be engaging and--dare I say it--fun. I looked forward to each chapter, as the LSAT

became a quest in itself for me. Mike's writing style was such that I felt we had become friends by

the time it was all said and done (although I was afraid to watch any videos of him, lest they disrupt

my mental construction of his personality). Of course, that's not to say that this book doesn't require

determination to get through. Mike's emphasis on "self-driven" in the subtitle is very appropriate. If

that's you, though, then I think you will benefit from this book as much as I did.

This book has been so helpful! I did the powerscore bibles before that and kept making the same

mistakes over and over again because I didn't really understand the fundamentals behind the

questions. This books has helped me improve my understanding tremendously.

I have purchased a lot of LSAT prep books, but this by far is the best book I have ever purchased. It



takes the PowerScore books and combines them all together. It also allows you to develop a

training plan based on your needs. I would purchase this book again.

I usually don't find review books or courses too much more helpful than just doing practice exams

on my own. But this book really accurately captures and breakdown the skills and type of questions

on the LSAT. Much more worth it than any of the books from the big test prep companies, or paying

loads for a prep course.

I liked how he tackled recognising flaws. That's something that I didn't see noted in other textbooks

(Powerscore or 7sage). However, I think it was a bit weak in the LG section. Overall a good book

with a good overview of the test. Would recommend.

Revolutionary product! His advice in LR completely changed how I approached attacking the

stimulus and question stem. The 2 months I spent in this book was so much better than than the 5 I

devoted to Powerscores LR. (Though, I suppose PS gave me some basics which may have made

this book easier to learn.) I used Powerscores for LG, so can't comment on the LG section in this

book.I went from -7 in LR to -2/-1. Also very excellent strategies and mindsets for Reading

Comprehension. Powerscores was severely lacking in this area as well.The book is written in an

engaging manner, with subtle humor and excellent organization. You won't regret this purchase.

Time well spent.

100% worth every penny.

For someone who hates to study, this was the best introduction to the LSAT. It breaks down every

type of question and has real LSAT problems in the book. It also suggests that you use the 10

actual exams book with it for the most success. Very easy to follow along and it is also very

encouraging. You could tell that you are improving as each chapter progressed and everything was

very easy to understand.
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